Management
Console

A great tool for SMBs or IT service providers that want to protect 5 or more
devices. With the management console, you can manage all devices from one
place, mix and match device types, deploy multiple levels of security, and easily
add more devices with one click.

File Shield

Scans any file that is opened or downloaded to make sure it’s malware-free.

Web Shield

Checks web URLs and certificates to ensure they’re safe before a network
connection is made.

Email Shield

Inspects both incoming and outgoing emails to ensure they’re completely
malware-free.

Behavioral
Shield

Looks for suspicious behaviour in programs installed on devices that may indicate
malicious code.

Antispam

Keeps dangerous phishing emails and annoying spam from cluttering and
compromising inboxes.

Anti-Spyware

Detects and quarantines any spyware

Cyber
Capture

Detects and analyzes rare, suspicious files
in a safe, virtual environment.

SmartScan

All-in-one scan that detects malware,
out-of-date software, browser add-ons with poor reputations, network threats,
performance issues, and passwords that are weak, duplicated, or compromised.

Firewall

Monitors all network traffic between your PC and the outside world to prevent
unauthorized communication.

Wifi
Inspector

Scans your network for vulnerabilities, checks the status of your network, devices
connected to the network, and router settings, and identifies threats.

Sandbox

Isolates suspicious files in a safe, virtualized environment for deeper analysis by
you and the Avast Threat Labs.

*Avast EP, EP Plus, EP Suite and EP Suite
Plus have reached EOS.
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Overview on AVG Business Edition
and Avast Business Security Products

DATA SHEET

Real Site

Protects against DNS (Domain Name System) hijacking to ensure you get to the
actual website you want to visit.

Rescue Disk

Enables you to scan your PC when it’s not running if you suspect your PC was
infected with malware and standard scans didn’t detect or remove it.

Security Browser
Extension

Scans websites for reputation and authenticity, blocks ads, and puts you in a
super-safe mode when it's time for online banking.

Data
Shredder

Overwrites files multiple times to permanently erase sensitive data making it
irretrievable.

Data Safe

Encrypts and stores your valuable company documents, or any other files onto a
password-protected virtual disk on your PC.

Exchange
Server
Protection

Scans and filters emails at the Exchange server level stopping potential attacks
before they spread to the network.
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OVERVIEW ON AVG BUSINESS EDITION
AND AVAST BUSINESS SECURITY PRODUCTS

SharePoint Server Checks all the files uploaded onto your shared storage to ensure no malware gets
Protection
the chance to compromise your data.
Passwords

Defend employees’ login details with a secure master password. Comes with a
browser add-on for easy and secure auto-filling of online login forums.

SecureLine VPN

Encrypts your data and secures your connection when using public Wi-Fi
connections, such as those in cafes or airports.

Browser Cleanup Checks your browsers for add-ons with poor reputation and removes cookies
that contain personal information for added identity protection and improve the
browser speed.
Webcam Shield

Stop webcam spying for good. Now apps must ask you for permission to use your
webcam, so you always know who’s watching.

Patch
Management

Patch Management allows SMBs to maintain, manage, and update their
Windows and third-party software applications all from our Avast Business Cloud
Management Console.

*Avast EP, EP Plus, EP Suite and EP Suite
Plus have reached EOS.
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